value to generate ROC curves. More details about the dataset and the metadata of the waveforms are presented in the data dictionary of 3.5 GHz radar waveforms.
Summary
This Radio Frequency (RF) dataset consists of synthetically generated waveforms of incumbent 3.5 GHz radar systems. The intended use of the dataset is for developing and evaluating detectors for the 3.5 GHz Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) [1] or similar bands where the primary users of the band are Federal radar systems. The dataset can be used for developing and testing radar detection algorithms using machine learning/deep learning techniques. The algorithm aims to detect whether the radar signal is present or absent regardless of the signal type. The target signals have a variety of modulation types and parameters chosen from wide ranges. In addition, the start time and the center frequency of the radar signals are randomized in the waveform. The variety of signals and their random parameters makes the detection problem more challenging when using non-naive (e.g., energy detector is a naive signal detector) classical signal processing techniques.
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Methods
The RF dataset described here includes radar waveforms with two pulse modulation types and a range of parameters similar to the waveforms proposed in [2] and shown in Table 1 . In addition to the aforementioned parameters, white Gaussian noise (WGN) is added and the peak power of the radar signal is varied to produce a range of values for the signal to noise ratio (SNR) [3] . The parameters of each radar waveform are randomly chosen for each pulse modulation type from the bounds shown in Table 1 . Due to varying pulse width, pulses per second, and pulses per burst, the radar signals have unequal durations. However, we fx the duration for all the waveforms in the RF dataset by choosing a duration larger or equal to the largest duration of all radar signals in the set. In order to make the detection problem more challenging and closer to real-world scenarios, we place the radar signals at randomly chosen times within the fxed duration. In addition, we shift the center frequency of the radar signal in the baseband if the signal bandwidth is less than the sampling rate.
The RF dataset consists of a large number of waveforms divided equally between waveforms with and without a radar signal, i.e., waveforms with radar plus noise and waveforms with noise only. The order of the waveforms is randomized across the set and the status (presence/absence) of the radar signal is saved in a separate boolean variable. The complex In-phase/Quadrature (IQ) data of the waveforms along with radar status variable may be used for training, validation and testing. In addition to test accuracy, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are of interest for evaluating detection performance. Therefore, we chose a relatively large number of waveforms for the dataset in order to provide enough test points per SNR 1 Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identifed in this paper to foster understanding. Such identifcation does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the materials or equipment identifed are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
